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1.	Describe the consequence of a base substitution mutation with regards to sickle cell anaemia.
(Total 7 marks)

 
2.	Outline the process of translation.
(Total 5 marks)

 
3.	Sickle cell anemia is a serious disease caused by a single base substitution mutation. Explain how a single base substitution mutation can have significant consequences for an individual.
(Total 6 marks)

 
4.	Distinguish between the structure of DNA and RNA.
DNA
RNA

..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................

..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................
..............................................................
(Total 3 marks)

 
5.	Describe the genetic code.
(Total 6 marks)



6.	The diagram below represents an animal cell.
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Which processes occur in the locations labeled?

Transcription
Translation
Respiration
A.
II
III
I
B.
III
II
I
C.
II
III
IV
D.
III
II
IV
(Total 1 mark)

 
7.	(a)	Determine the strand of mRNA that is transcribed from the DNA strand below.
		A - T - C - C - A - G - G - T - C - A - A - G
....................................................................................................................................
(1)


(b)	List three of the other molecules, apart from mRNA, required for transcription.
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................
(3)
(Total 4 marks)

 
8.	Up to two additional marks are available for the construction of your answers.
(2)
	(a)	Draw and label a diagram to illustrate the fluid mosaic model of biological membranes.
(5)
(b)	Using a table, compare aerobic and anaerobic respiration in a eukaryotic cell.
(5)
(c)	Explain the process of translation.
(8)
(Total 20 marks)

 
9.	Which substance is a base found in RNA?
A.	Ribose
B.	Thymine
C.	Adenosine
D.	Uracil
(Total 1 mark)



10.	During the process of translation which of the following statements describes the relationship between nucleic acids?
A.	Anticodons on mRNA bind to complementary codons on DNA.
B.	Anticodons on tRNA bind to complementary codons on mRNA.
C.	Bases on DNA bind to complementary bases on mRNA.
D.	A single strand of mRNA is produced from the DNA in the nucleus.
(Total 1 mark)

 
11.	How would the following DNA sequence, ACGTTGCATGGCA, be transcribed?
A.	UGCAACGUACCGU
B.	TGCAACGTACCGT
C.	ACGTTGCATGGCA
D.	ACGUUGCAUGGCA
(Total 1 mark)

 
12.	A certain gene in a bacterium codes for a polypeptide that is 120 amino acids long. How many nucleotides are needed in the mRNA to code for this polypeptide?
A.	30
B.	40
C.	360
D.	480
(Total 1 mark)



13.	What enzyme is used in transcription but not in translation?
A.	DNA polymerase
B.	Helicase
C.	Protease
D.	RNA polymerase
(Total 1 mark)






















 
1.	mutation is a change in DNA sequence;
changes the mRNA during transcription;
changes the amino acid sequence;
substitution mutation / changes to one codon;
glutamic acid is changed to valine / GAG to GTG;
changes the shape of hemoglobin / 
hemoglobin becomes less soluble and crystallizes out;
cannot carry oxygen as well;
red blood cells sickle / impairs blood flow;
causes other health problems / anemia / tiredness;
sickle cell anemia caused by two mutated recessive alleles;
[7]

 
2.	mRNA is used as a template / guide;
mRNA “read” in base triplets / codon;
each codon specifying addition of a particular amino 
acid to the growing polypeptide;
ribosomes bind to mRNA / initiation
ribosomes move along mRNA facilitating addition of amino acids / elongation
tRNA bring amino acids (to mRNA-ribosome complex);
tRNA has a complementary anti-codon;
that binds to a specific codon;
stop codon causes release of polypeptide / termination;	5 max
(Remember, up to TWO “quality of construction” marks per essay)
[5]



3.	one codon in the DNA is altered;
mRNA with one altered base / codon;
GAG ® GUG in mRNA / CTC ® CAC in DNA / GAG ® GTG in DNA;
different tRNA binds to this codon;
different amino acid inserted into the polypeptide;
glutamic acid ® valine;
structure of the polypeptide / protein is altered;
active site of an enzyme may not function;
altered hemoglobin may cause red cells to become sickle shaped;
single proteins can have vital roles within the body;
details of symptoms of sickle cell anemia;
[6]

 
4.	
RNA
DNA
ribose
deoxyribose;
(normally) single stranded
double stranded;
uracil
thymine;
no double helix
helix;
	NB Histone proteins are only in eukaryotic DNA not prokaryotic.
[3]

 
5.	composed of mRNA base triplets;
called codons;
64 different codons;
each codes for the addition of an amino acid to a growing polypeptide chain;
the genetic code is degenerate;
meaning more than one codon can code for a particular amino acid;
the genetic code is universal;
meaning it is the same in almost all organisms;
(AUG is the) start codon;
some (nonsense) codons code for the end of translation;
[6]

 
6.	C
[1]

 
7.	(a)	- U - A - G - G - U - C - C - A - G - U - U - C -	1


(b)	DNA;
RNA polymerase;
(ribose) nucleotides / ribonucleotides / RNA nucleotides;
transcription factors;
nucleoside / ribonucleoside triphosphates;	3 max
Any two of the following: A / C / G / U;
[4]

 
8.	(a)	Award [1] for any of the following clearly drawn and correctly labelled.
phospholipids (bilayer);
hydrophilic heads and hydrophobic tails;
intrinsic / integral proteins / protein channels;
glycoproteins / receptor proteins / glycolipids on outside;
cholesterol embedded in membrane;
extrinsic / peripheral proteins;
thickness size 10 nm (0.1 μm);	5 max
 
(b)	Award [1] for each correct row, up to [5 max].
Aerobic respiration
Anaerobic respiration
occurs in mitochondria
occurs in cytoplasm;
requires O2
occurs without O2;
both produce pyruvate from glucose (glycolysis);
uses fatty acids / lipids / amino acids
doesn’t use fatty acids;
(Krebs cycle) produces CO2 and H2O
(fermentation) produces ethanol / CO2
(in yeast);
(Krebs cycle) produces CO2 and H2O
(fermentation) produces lactate in
animals (humans);
NADH produced in both;
large amount of ATP (36 per glucose
molecule) produced
small amount of ATP (2 per glucose
molecule) produced;
		5 max


(c)	messenger / mRNA attaches to ribosome (small unit);
many ribosome / polyribosomes bind to same mRNA;
carries codons / triplet of bases each coding for one amino acid;
transfer / tRNA each have specific anticodon;
triplet of bases for specific amino acid;
tRNA carries specific amino acid;
tRNA binds to ribosomes;
to corresponding triplet base / codon;
a second tRNA binds to next codon;
two amino acids bind together;
in a peptide linkage;
first tRNA detaches;
ribosome moves along mRNA;
another tRNA binds to next codon;
continues until polypeptide / protein formed to stop codon;
	stop codon has no corresponding tRNA / amino acid / causes release
of polypeptide;	8 max
 
(Plus up to [2] for quality)
[20]

 
9.	D
[1]

 
10.	B
[1]

 
11.	A
[1]

 
12.	C
[1]

 
13.	D
[1]



